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“I feel as though I read Julie McIsaac’s We Like Feelings. 
We Are Serious. while holding my breath. Vertiginous 
and searing, disruptive and dissenting, this collection 
takes on our long neo-liberal moment rife with misogyny, 
racism and that ugly affect of boredom + overwhelm 
that Sianne Ngai called ‘stuplimity.’ Working at the
interstices of genre, McIsaac worries the repressive 
archiving impulse of patriarchy, troubles the narrowness 
of the collective pronoun ‘we,’ works through ordinary 
affects towards sincerity, but is gnawed at by the
compulsory performance of irony in a world that is so 
desperate for empathy and softness.”

Erin Wunker  author of Notes from a Feminist Killjoy

“McIsaac’s work is searing, relentlessly tense, sharp and
daring with clear-eyed defiance. Dauntless, it bristles 
with fury, and irreverent badass wit. This multifarious 
collection embodies a singularly shocking voice. It makes 
visible the tyrannies of women’s experience: the hidden, 
the invisibilized and the erased. There is no silencing here – 
We Like Feelings. We Are Serious. catches in your throat.”

Sandr a Ridley  author of Silvija
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To Sean.  
Thank you for sharing your life with me.
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Statement of Poetics
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Every loss I have ever felt has registered in my brain, marked  
my body, and influenced all of my relationships. I know that you 
feel the same way. Please believe me, I want sincerity most of all; 
however, I am saddened and frustrated to find that I, too, am 
tyrannized by irony.
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W E L I K E  F E E L I NGS .  W E A R E SE R IOUS .

Our fathers all killed themselves, and then we were left with 
their record collections, covers turning to mould, stored in crates, 
stacked incorrectly; towers of vinyl teetering with age. We added 
to this collection over time, visiting used record stores and thrift 
shops because we considered this a hobby. We spent what little 
money we had on tattoos of elephants or handguns: ironic signs 
that signified nothing. If people asked us what they meant, we got 
angry. “It don’t mean nothin’!” we’d say.

We talked in clipped sentences, calling and answering to trivial 
questions about obscure bands that formed obscure links to other 
obscure bands. Around this time, we stopped listening to music. 
We stopped eating flesh, stopped drinking blood. We stopped 
having sex, even oral sex. We stopped fingering. Next went hand 
jobs, rim jobs and mutual masturbation. Then, even regular 
masturbation. Some of us stopped kissing. (“Not me!” cried a little 
one of us from the back. “I never stopped kissing!”) We walked 
around with razor blades stored in our cheeks so that if we smiled 
they’d cut us and we’d bleed so this way we didn’t smile.

Now, the little one of us in the back cries out that we are all a 
bunch of motherfuckers. (“Get your hands in the air!” the little 
one of us in the back yells. “We’ve come for your daughters, but 
we’ll settle for your scalps!”) 

And we realized that it was time for our fathers to die again.  
So we formed factions. Out of this was formed Enemy.
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Enemy says: We had a goatee this morning, but we could tell that you 
were a moustache crowd, so we shaved.

Enemy says: I miss the good old days. Whatever happened to our fathers? 
Let’s hold an event at a local pub and read all their suicide notes aloud.

But Enemy knows THEY ALL LEFT THE SAME NOTE!  
And beer ain’t cheap, even at the local.

Enemy says: I’ll get you back next time, then snores really loud for all  
of eternity.

Enemy says: Genet? Not sure . . .
Neither are we! Stop talking like us, Enemy!

Enemy says: Swift reflexes are key.
And we think about it.

Enemy says: Beer makes you fat.

One day Enemy will scream: I want to have oral sex with you all night 
long! What does hermeneutic mean? If you tell me, I promise not to laugh!

Enemy will cry to the heavens, fists clenched and pumping:  
I’ve said too much. I’ve listened too little. All I’ve lost . . . I am such a fool.
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We are not waiting for that day. Our story is a long one:
We kicked down the tower of song and built a structure of 
feelings. A bungalow. We’re all sitting in it now, talking about our 
feelings. We kiss each other’s teeth with our lips. We gash each 
other’s lips with our teeth. We spend what little money we have  
on baseball bats and we hit each other over the head with them, 
then we hit ourselves over the head with them. Then we use them 
to destroy all the record players just because we feel like it. 

If someone calls it “making love,” then we refuse to have sex with 
them. We are having sloppy sex with a guy who isn’t really our 
boyfriend. We are waiting for the day he turns into a woman.  
We shave off all our pubic hair so our cocks and cunts can really 
be out in the open. We kneel down and kiss every toe on every 
foot of every pro-sex feminist who ever lived. We wrap our supple 
lips around cocks and work them down to the backs of our throats 
against the warm beds that are our velvet tongues. After, these 
tongues flicker against bloated, throbbing clitorises that ache with 
their own pulse, then tremble against the warmth of a wet mouth.
We / Dig / Penetration.
We are fingering ourselves right now.

We have a standing army. We are ready to fight wars against our 
oppressors, or against those who say “fewer” when they mean to 
say “less.” (But our mothers used to call our rain gear “unberellas” 
and we know that they were geniuses.) We are all working very 
hard to get good jobs for all the women so they can buy just as 
much vacation as the men. We get drunk. Often. We’re drunk 
right now! Even those of us who are driving! 
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We are trying to invent the cigarette that isn’t bad for you.  
We are inventing an anti-wrinkle cream that makes you feel high 
on cocaine. There’s no comedown. Only fewer wrinkles.

We end the present tale by taking the razor blades out of our 
mouths and cutting deep, rectangular patches in our skin,  
and then tearing them from our breasts, our thighs, our asses 
(“You’re all a bunch of asses!” the little one of us cries), our arms 
and our bellies. We stick the thick cuts of skin to invisible walls. 
They are held there by their bloody side. We watch them. It is a 
miracle! They / Keep / On / Bleeding.
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I decided to take the subway to his house even though it was  
his turn to come to mine. The subway car that I got into was full,  
with only one small space left for me. Once I was on the subway, 
two police officers pushed their way into the same car. They 
had curly white cords coming out of their ears. I was squished 
between them and I thought I was going to start hyperventilating 
so I decided to get off at the next stop even though it wasn’t mine 
and so when the subway stopped and the doors opened I asked 
them to move. They both leaned about one and a half millimetres 
to either side. I squeezed between them and almost fell onto the 
platform. I am the only person on the platform. 

The subway left and then 

two minutes later an announcement said 

that the green line was out of service. 

Fucking pigs.
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They were hanging out in the backroom of the organic grocery 
store, drinking fair-trade coffee and she asked him what he 
thought about weapons in Iraq and he said “you’re beautiful” and 
she smiled because to her that was the absolute right answer.
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On the bus everyone stands at the front and no one sits at the back 
so I squeezed through everyone and then sat down. And then all 
of a sudden, as soon as I sat down, I started feeling stressed out 
for no good reason. Like I forgot something. I feel like I never 
should have left my house. I know that I wore the wrong shoes. 

That was the exact moment when 

I realized that

I am lonely.
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